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MadeEasy With Nuvias UC

Nuvias UC: A Trusted Lifesize Partner
“By 2024, remote work & changing workforce demographics will impact
enterprise meetings so that only 25% will take pace in person, down from 60%
today”
Prepare your customers’ for the future of video conferencing with Lifesize. Lifesize is at the
forefront of video collaboration, delivering high-quality technology designed to bring people
together. Their focus is on developing market-leading products that deliver easy-to-use
and scalable audio, web and video conferencing. They combine an integrated, cloud-based
conferencing experience with 4K camera systems, conference phones and wireless sharing
devices for meeting spaces of all sizes.
Since partnering over a decade ago, Nuvias has worked alongside Lifesize during the growth
of their business, launch of new products and introduction to new markets. We know how to
overcome any potential challenges and how to work Lifesize into various solutions. That’s why,
with Nuvias in their corner, resellers can look forward to winning Lifesize business and endusers can simply enjoy everything Lifesize have to offer.
Our range of in-house services and dedicated teams are on hand to support with everything
from pre-site surveys to assist end-users with finding the best fitting solution, to renewals
support, which provides resellers with annual recurring revenue.
Everything we have put in place is to make Lifesize and Unified Communications easy for our
partners and their customers.

How do we make Lifesize easy?

Partner Enablement

Global Fulfilment

Marketing

DaaS

Renewals Service

Stock Handling and Loans

Professional Services

Partner Enablement
Customer Services and Sales Support
Nuvias UC offers extensive sales, business,
development, and sales support teams aimed at
driving success for our partners giving them an
extensive range of vendors and services attached.
All sales teams are accredited on the full Lifesize
portfolio and they work closely with our in-house
dedicated pre-sales solutions specialists to help
partners maximise opportunities.
Nuvias UC and Lifesize understand the power of
connecting people to make the workplace great.

New Partner Onboarding
For new Lifesize partners wanting to find out more.
Nuvias UC have put together a comprehensive
onboarding pack to provide what training and
marketing is required to make Lifesize successful
within the partner company. This will help partners get
the most out of the onboarding process, helping them
save time and money . The Onboarding pack includes:
•
Onboarding overview
•
Launch plan
•
Training schedule
•
Marketing

Global Fulfilment

Nuvias UC have invested in warehouse locations in the UK and Netherlands that cover
shipments across the globe. We hold a wide range of Lifesize hardware including the Icon
700 and 300. This offers a cost-effective solution for stock holding and price competitive
shipments, ensuring you get your customer equipment when and where you need it.
Our experienced logistics team can help advise whether products are homologated for
regions, if there are any taxes due, if you need to be aware of duties or custom information
required, and support of products in certain regions.
Our services provide customers with:
•
Same and next business day shipments* (region dependant)
•
Next day or lower cost shipments across all European locations (2-3 business days)

Stock Holding and Loans

Nuvias UC provide stock holdings for Lifesize
hardware across EMEA. Our teams work off
strict algorithms within our CRM to ensure
we are always catering to customer projects
and run rate deals. In addition, we carry a
portfolio of loan equipment readily available
FOC to our customers to help them close
business.

Our flexible invoice and hold service allows
customers with large and lengthy projects to
be able to purchase equipment and utilise
our warehouse space for agreed period to
help deliver projects.
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Marketing
Nuvias UC’s team of channel marketeers are each specialised on specific vendor solutions.
This means, should you need any help with marketing Lifesize’s products, there is someone
on hand to assist. We have assets which you can utilise, designed to help your sales teams go
to market, maximise margin, and increase brand awareness.

Landing Pages
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Brochures &
Documents

Email
Marketing

Social Media
Campaigns

Device-as-a-Service
Nuvias Unified Communications provides its reseller partners with a highly competitive
Device-as-a-Service (DaaS) offering which includes affordable payment over time packages
for endpoints, plus associated services, for customers.
Facilitated by Nuvias Capital, the payment models allow a single contract to be offered to
either the reseller or end-user, allowing them to pay for the service over the length of a
contract, rather than upfront payment terms. If the contract is to the end-user, the channel
partner will receive payment in full on receipt of the final contract, avoiding any revenue
recognition issues.
Following successes with the Lifesize portfolio, DaaS offers the following advantages:
• Provides monthly-subscription model over a period to suit the partner or end-user, with
options up to five years rather than finding the cash up front.
• Facilitates better cash-flow management from customers’ perspectives.
• Offers flexibility of buying / backing whole contracts, even for multi-vendor solutions,
which compares more favourably than financing programs for vendor-specific offerings.
• Solves broader collaboration deals sought by audio-visual integrators who want to
build multi-vendor solutions using additional elements like screens, trolleys and touch
controls, as well as professional services.
• Delivers competitive rates versus other financing options.
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Professional Services
The principle and goal of Nuvias Unified Communications is to provide high value consultancy
and technical services in addition to product and software. This enables introduction of
innovative new solutions that deliver significant value to our customers in terms of increased
revenues, improved efficiencies and cost reductions.

Nuvias Site Survey offers a service for pre-deployment of premised based video
equipment installations. This performs an audit of all locations & rooms targeted to host video
infrastructure to ensure readiness and suitability for a planned installation.
A generated report provides details on the targeted room layout and current setup, along
with dimensions, checking the suitability for the chosen location of video codec and all
ancillary equipment. It validates location of power and network connection points, specifying
any cabling requirements, as well as the suitability of lighting and noise characteristics within
the room for video services. It reports any problems or issues that need to be resolved to
ensure success for a given installation.

Nuvias Network Assessment services are used to validate and report on the
capability of a network to support video applications. Several tools are installed within the
enterprise location to test network performance. These assessment services quickly deliver
a snapshot view of the network, providing and understanding of the overall network health. It
mitigates risks in the adoption and customer satisfaction for a new video service, by providing
the necessary information to enable any changes to be implemented to the IP network for
optimal performance prior to service rollout. Network assessment can be performed for
single or multiple sites, with scale up to 40 offices and 70 video codec endpoints.

Nuvias Video Installation services offers service provider and technology resellers
with a range of white labelled engineering services across EMEA for the installation of
premise-based video equipment provided as part of an overall Lifesize collaboration offering.
The services provided by Nuvias includes all required installation and testing of video codecs,
as well as the installation of ancillary equipment such as LCD Screens, touch controls,
microphones and cameras within the meeting room. The packages available also include
training to ensure the activation of new meeting rooms are completed in a professional
manner and users are educated clearly on their new video system.

Nuvias Video Health Check is a service that has been specifically designed for
service providers and technology reseller partners to highlight any problems or inefficiencies
in a video room deployment, or to assist in identifying the root cause of any known service
quality issues. Focused around the premise-based video equipment provided as part of an
overall Lifesize collaboration offering, the service provided by Nuvias includes a review of
the video endpoint configuration, room site survey, plus a series of video service tests to
understand the performance and quality of the environment. The findings are documented
into a concise report which highlight suggested improvements, as well as any identified
problems and the recommended solution.

Nuvias Time Bank offers per day or project based professional services both on-site
and remote to cover an extensive range of engineering activities. Nuvias Time Bank is a
services bundle which has been specifically designed for service providers and technology
resellers to provide a more cost-effective approach to purchasing remote and on-site
engineering services in advance. It includes a number of engineering days across a 12-month
period which can be requested when needed to complete agreed work tasks across
platforms within the Nuvias product portfolio.
This provides service providers and technology resellers with the capability to leverage the
skilled Nuvias engineering team as an extension to their own engineering teams to complete
tasks such as configuration updates, software upgrades, new feature rollout and network or
system configuration audits.
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Renewals
Our expert renewals team have 17 years of experience in boosting recurring revenue for our
partners. The dedicated Lifesize specialist works on a technology refresh to maximise margin
opportunities, while the rest of the team are skilled in ensuring they’re one step ahead by
submitting quotations 90 days in advance, so nothing gets missed.
Working on renewals with our team will help you gain multi-year opportunities and upsell
technology. Renewals also allow us to care for your customer long after the initial sale is
closed, therefore retaining a relationship.

If you would like to find out more about how Nuvias can
enhance Lifesize and make Unified Communications easy,
please contact us on:
T: 01635 225000
E: uc.sales.uk@nuvias.com
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